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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce p-hyponormal tuples in the sense of D.
Xia [6]. Furthermore we extend Putnam's inequality to these tuples and show an
equivalence relation of two spectra.

1. Introduction. Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space and B(H) be the
set of all bounded linear operators on H. For an operator T2B(H) is called
p-hyponormal if (T*T) p � (TT*) p. If p=1, T is called hyponormal, and if p � 1

2, T is
called semi-hyponormal. For an operator T2B(H), we denote the spectrum of T by
s(T). D. Xia, in [6], introduced semi-hyponormal tuples and extended the Put-
nam's inequality to semi-hyponormal tuples. In this paper, we introduce p-hypo-
normal tuples and extend the Putnam's inequality to p-hyponormal tuples.
Throughout this paper, let U=(U1,. . ., Un) be a ®xed commuting n-tuple of unitary
operators and, for an operator T2B(H), we denote the (n+1)-tuple (U1,. . ., Un, T)
by (U, T ). The operator Qj ( j=1, � � �, n) on B(H) is de®ned by

QjT � TÿUjTU
�
j �T2B�H��:

Let A2B(H) and A � 0. (U, A) is called a semi-hyponormal tuple if

Qj1 � � �QjmA � 0

for all 1 � j1 < � � � < jm � n. If (U, A) is a semi-hyponormal tuple, then UjA is
semi-hyponormal for every j ( j=1, � � �, n). For an operator T 2 B(H), if

S�j �T� � sÿ lim
n!�1

�Uÿnj TUn
j �

exist, then the operators Sj�(T) are called the polar symbols of T. If UjA is semi-
hyponormal, then Sj�(A) exist (cf. [7]). For 0 � k � 1, we denote

�kS�j � �1ÿ k�Sÿj �T � kS�j �T� � �1ÿ k�Sÿj �T�:

Let k=(k1,� � �, kn) 2 [0, 1]n and (U, A) be a semi-hyponormal tuple. Then the gen-
eralized polar symbols Ak of A are de®ned by

Ak �
Yn
j�1
�kjS�j � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �A:
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Then we have a following proposition.

Proposition. With the above notations, (U, Ak) is a commuting (n+1)-tuple for
every k 2 [0, 1]n.

Proof. Let k=(k1,. . ., kn) 2 [0, 1]n. Since UiUj=UjUi, we have Si�(Sj�(A))=
Sj�(Si�(A)) and, from the de®nition of S�j �A�, we have UjSj�(A)=Sj�(A)Uj for
every j=1, . . ., n. Next, let B �Q

i6�j
�kiS�i � �1ÿ ki�Sÿi �A. Then we have

UjAk � Uj�kjS�j � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �
Y
i6�j
�kiS�i � �1ÿ ki�Sÿi �A

� Uj�kjS�j �B� � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �B�� � �kjS�j �B� � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �B��Uj � AkUj:

Therefore, Uj commutes with Ak for every j and every k 2 [0, 1]n.

We denote the Taylor spectrum of a commuting m-tuple S=(S1,. . ., Sm) of
operators by sT (S). For an m-tuple S=(S1,. . ., Sm), let sja(S) be the joint approx-
imate point spectrum of S, i.e., the set of all points (z1,� � �, zm) for which there exits a
sequence {xk} of unit vectors such that

lim
k!1
k �Sj ÿ zj�xk k� 0 �j � 1; . . . ;m�:

It is well known that sT(S)=sja(S) if S is a commuting m-tuple of normal opera-
tors. Hence, from the Proposition, it holds that sT(U, Ak)=sja(U, Ak) for every
k 2 [0, 1]n (cf. [2],[5]). Next, D. Xia in [7] de®ned the joint spectrum for a non-com-
muting commuting (n+1)-tuple (U, A)=(U1,. . ., Un, A) as follows: Let T={z 2 C :
jzj=1} and let E(.) be the spectral measure of U. For z=(z1,� � �, zn) 2 sT({U),
the set of all products �=g1 � � � � � gn of open arcs gj � T, containing
zj (j=1,� � �, n) is denoted by ÿ(z). The set

f�z; r� : z 2 �T�U�; r 2 \
�2ÿ�z�

��E���AE����g

is called the Xia spectrum of (U, A) and we denote it by sX(U, A). Also D. Xia
proved the following result.

Theorem A (Th. 2 of [6]). Let (U, A) be a semi-hyponormal tuple. Then

�X�U;A� �
[

k2�0;1�n
�ja�U;Ak�:

Let mj (j=1,� � �, n) be the normalized Haar measure in the unit circle T, i.e.,

dmj � 1

2�
d�j �ei�j 2 T�

and m=m1 �� � �� mn � dr, where dr is the Lebesgue measure on R. Then D. Xia
also proved the following
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Theorem B (Th. 5 of [6]). Let (U, A) be a semi-hyponormal tuple. Then

k Q1 . . .QnA k� m��X�U;A��:

We now introduce p-hyponormal tuples. Let A 2 B(H) and A � 0. (U, A) is
called a p-hyponormal tuple if

Qj1 . . .QjmA
2p � 0

for all 1 � j1 < � � �< jm � n. Evidently, if (U, A) is a p-hyponormal tuple, then (U,
A2p) is a semi-hyponormal tuple. Let (U, A) be a p-hyponormal tuple and 0 � k � 1.
We denote

�kS�j � �1ÿ k�Sÿj �pA � fkS�j �A2p� � �1ÿ k�Sÿj �A2p�g 12p:

For k=(k1,� � �, kn) 2 [0, 1]n, the generalized polar symbols A(k) of A are de®ned by

A�k� �
Yn
j�1
�kjS�j � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �pA:

We remark that if p � 1
2,

�kjS�j � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �pA � �kjS�j � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �A and A�k� � Ak:

Since, for every i, j, it holds that

�kiS�i � �1ÿ ki�Sÿi �p�kjS�j � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �pA � fkiS�i �kjS�j �A2p��
�1ÿ kj�Sÿj �A2p�� � �1ÿ ki�Sÿi �kjS�j �A2p� � �1ÿ kj�Sÿj �A2p��g 12p;

we also have that (U, A(k))=(U1,� � �, Un, A(k)) is a commuting (n+1)-tuple for every
k 2 (0, 1)n. And the Xia spectrum sX (U, A) is de®ned by

�X�U;A� � f�z; r� : z 2 �T�U�; r 2 \
�2ÿ�z�

���E���A2pE���� 12p�g:

In this paper, we show the following theorems.

Theorem 1. Let (U, A) be a p-hyponormal tuple. Then

�X�U;A� �
[

k2�0;1�n
�ja�U;A�k��:

Theorem 2. Let (U, A) be a p-hyponormal tuple. Then

k Q1 � � �QnA
2p k� 2p

�2��n
�
� � �

�
�X�U;A�

r2pÿ1d�1 � � � d�ndr:
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2. Proof. The following lemma is well known, but we include a proof for
completeness.

Lemma. Let A be a self-adjoint operator. Suppose that r 2 R and {xn} is a
sequence of unit vectors such that lim

n!1 k �Aÿ r�xn k� 0. Then for any f 2 C(�(A)),

lim
n!1 k �f�A� ÿ f�r��xn k� 0, where C(�(A)) denotes the set of all continuous functions

on �(A).

Proof. Since for any polynomial p, there is a polynomial q such that
p�z� ÿ p�r� � q�z��zÿ r�, then lim

n!1 k �p�A� ÿ p�r��xn k� 0. We choose a sequence

{pm} of polynomials such that lim
m!1 k pm ÿ f k� 0 in C(�(A)). By a standard argu-

ment using {pm}, we have lim
n!1 k �f�A� ÿ f�r��xn k� 0.

Proof of Theorem 1. By the de®nition of �X(U, A), we have

�X�U;A� � f�z; r 1
2p� : �z; r� 2 �X�U;Ap�g:

Since (U, A2p) is semi-hyponormal, Theorem A implies that

�X�U;A2p� �
[

k2�0;1�n
�ja�U; �A2p�k�:

Since, from the Lemma, we have

�ja�U;A�k�� � f�z; r 1
2p� : �z; r� 2 �ja�U; �A2p�k�g

for every k 2 [0, 1]n, it follows that

�X�U;A� �
[

k2�0;1�n
�ja�U;A�k��:

Hence the theorem is proved.

Proof of Theorem 2. Since (U, A2p) is semi-hyponormal, by Theorem B, we have
that

k Q1 � � �QnA
2p k� 1

�2��n
�
� � �

�
�X�U;A2p�

d�1 � � � d�ndr:

Also it follows that

�X�U;A2p� � f�z; r2p� : �z; r� 2 �X�U;A�g:

Hence Theorem 2 is proved by the transformation of the variables.

3. Application. In this section, we study a relation of the usual spectrum s(T)
and the Xia spectrum sX(U, jTj) of a p-hyponormal operator T=UjTj with unitary
U, where T=UjTj is the polar decomposition of T.
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Theorem 3. Let T=UjTj be p-hyponormal with unitary U. Then

rei� 2 ��T� if and only if �ei�; r� 2 �X�U; jT j�:

We need the following result.

Theorem C (See [1]). Let T=UjTj be p-hyponormal with unitary U. Then

��T� �
[

0�k�1
��T�k��:

Proof of Theorem 3. For q>0, let

S�U�jT jq� � sÿ lim
n!�1

�Uÿn jT jq Un�:

For 0 � k � 1, we de®ne an operator jTj(k) as follows:

j T j�k�� fkS�U�jT j2p� � �1ÿ k�SÿU�jT j2p�g
1
2p:

Also let T(k)=UjTj(k) for 0 � k � 1. By Theorem 1 we have

�X�U; jT j� �
[

k2�0;1�
�ja�U; jT j�k��: ���

From the above, (U, jTj(k)) is a commuting pair. Since U is unitary and jTj(k)�0, it
holds that �T�U; jT j�k�� � �ja�U; jT j�k��, where �T(U,jTj(k)) denotes the Taylor spec-
trum of (U, jTj(k)) (cf. [5]). Since UjTj(k)=T(k), it follows from the spectral mapping
theorem of the Taylor spectrum that

�ei�; r� 2 �ja�U; jT j�k�� if and only if rei� 2 ��T�k��:

Hence by (*) and Theorem C, the proof is complete.
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